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BOLDER ADVOCACY, AN INITIATIVE OF THE ALLIANCE FOR JUSTICE

Bolder Advocacy promotes active engagement in both elections and lobbying by giving nonprofits and foundations the information to advocate with confidence. They work to demystify and decode advocacy and election engagement by giving organizations knowledge and tools. Bolder Advocacy makes it clear that nonprofits should not shy away from electoral activities. They lay out the differences in what organizations can and cannot do under IRS tax rules for nonprofits.

For more information, visit: https://bolderadvocacy.org

NONPROFIT VOTE

Nonprofit VOTE partners with America’s nonprofits to help the people they serve participate and vote. They are the largest source of nonpartisan resources to help nonprofits integrate voter engagement into their ongoing activities and services. Their excellent library of online resources includes a Voter Participation Starter Kit and a Voting in Your State Guide, as well as helpful guides on planning a voter engagement program, engaging candidates, and staying nonpartisan in all activities.

For more information, visit: http://nonprofitvote.org.

FAIR ELECTIONS LEGAL NETWORK (FELN)

The Fair Elections Legal Network (FELN) is a national, nonpartisan voting rights, legal support and election reform organization whose mission is to remove barriers to registration and voting for traditionally underrepresented constituencies. FELN works to improve overall election administration through reforms. They also provide legal and technical assistance to voter mobilization organizations. Their state-specific resources include information on voter registration deadlines, ID requirements for voting, and how to vote early or by mail in any state.

For more information, visit: http://fairelectionsnetwork.com.

BRENNAN CENTER FOR JUSTICE AT NEW YORK UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW

The Brennan Center for Justice understands that voting is the foundation of our democracy. They fight to preserve and expand the right to vote for every eligible citizen. Through practical policy proposals, litigation, advocacy, and communications, the Brennan Center works to make sure that voting is free, fair, and accessible for all Americans. They track and publish analyses of voting rights policies in every state legislature across the country.

For more information, visit: https://brennancenter.org.
VOTE411.ORG, A RESOURCE OF THE LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS

VOTE411.org is an online voter education resource of the League of Women Voters and a "one-stop-shop" for election-related information. The site provides a voter registration tool, a nationwide polling place lookup, and ballot guides for voters in every state. The website will be updated and expanded in 2020, with information on ballot questions and candidates for office. This level of information will be available for every voter in America, down to at least the statewide level, for both primary and general elections.

For more information, visit: http://vote411.org.

YOU DON'T NEED A HOME TO VOTE, A CAMPAIGN OF THE NATIONAL COALITION FOR THE HOMELESS

The You Don't Need a Home to Vote Campaign seeks to promote voting access by specifically engaging people experiencing homelessness in the democratic process. Online resources include a state-by-state breakdown of how homeless people can exercise their right to become a registered voter, how homeless service agencies can incorporate voter registration into their client intake process, and how homelessness advocates can facilitate both comfort at the polling site and familiarity in casting a ballot.

For more information, visit: http://nationalhomeless.org/campaigns/voting.

VOTE.ORG

Vote.org is a wonderful resource targeted to individual voters. The website provides opportunities to check voter registration status, register to vote, request absentee ballots, and sign up for election reminders. Vote.org additionally maintains state-by-state election center webpages with further state-specific important to voters.

For more information, visit: www.vote.org.

THE SENTENCING PROJECT

Founded in 1986, The Sentencing Project works for a fair and effective U.S. criminal justice system by promoting reforms in sentencing policy, addressing unjust racial disparities and practices, and advocating for alternatives to incarceration. They produce a comprehensive report on the state-level estimates of felony disenfranchisement.

For more information, visit: https://www.sentencingproject.org/issues/felony-disenfranchisement/

PROPUBLICA

ProPublica is an independent, nonprofit newsroom producing investigative journalism. They have a last-minute voting guide with information on how to read a ballot, find a polling place, what to bring with you, and how to check voter registration.

For more information, visit: https://www.propublica.org/article/users-guide-to-democracy-last-minute-tips-for-figuring-out-your-ballot-and-making-sure-you-can-vote